
APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION TO MCA  2020-21 
Instructions for Filling Academic Data 

 
Fill the details and upload certificates very carefully.  You can click the SAVE button to save the entries.  
For final confirmation click the CONFIRM button . Once the final confirmation [clicking of CONFIRM 
button] is done no more corrections or uploading of documents can be done.    No more chance will be 
given  for corrections or for uploading documents  later. 

 
 The marks/grades shown in the marklists uploaded must be very clear and readable. If not, your  

application will be summarily rejected.  
 Do not upload images taken by mobile phones or other portable devices. Upload only the 

scanned documents . Documents must be in PDF Format. 
 Never  upload screenshots or images directly taken from the computer display using any kind of 

camera.  
 After uploading the document, you will be able to view the uploaded image.  Make sure that it is 

fully readable. If the document is not clear you can upload clear document again at the same 
place, clicking the same buttons (this is allowed only before final confirmation) 

 Click the CONFIRM  button only after making sure that all the documents related to academic 
data, uploaded by you are clear and readable. 

 
Various entries to be selected/made in the Academic Data submission page 

 
Qualifying Examination Passed : Select the qualifying examination passed such as BCA/Bachelor of 
Comp.Sc.Engg. Or Equivalent/BA/B.Com/BSc.  [Select BSc. For all types of BSc. Including Vocational 
programmes , Select B.Com for all types of B.Com such as B.Com/B.Com with Computer Applications 
etc.] 
 
University: Select the University from which you are qualified.  If the Name of the University does not 
appear in the drop down list then select Others 
 
Aggregate Marks/CGPA/CCPA of Degree: Against this entry,  enter the aggregate marks awarded in the 
qualifying examination,  and the Maximum Marks (Maximum of Aggregate) in the boxes provided. This 
must be those shown in your marklist. 
 
In all the cases where score is given in terms of marks awarded, you must enter only the marks, not 
CGPA/CCPA even if CGPA/CCPA is also shown along with marks. 
 
Enter the CGPA/CCPA score and  maximum Grade Point, only if  marks are not available in the 
marklist. 
 
 
 



 
Uploading of Degree Marklist: 

o If consolidated marklist/grade card is available, then upload that 
o If consolidated mark sheet/grade card is not available then scan the marksheets of all 

semesters/years  into a single PDF document and upload. 
 

Have You Studied Mathematics at 10 + 2 Level: Select Yes or No 
 
If Yes,    enter the marks obtained  for  Mathematics in the second year of Plus Two/ Higher Secondary 
and maximum marks in the boxes provided  and upload the marklist of  Plus Two/ Higher Secondary. 
 
If No, enter marks of additional subjects of Degree (Operations 
Research/Mathematics/Statistics/Computer Science or subjects coming under these four subjects) with 
highest marks among these subjects: 

 
If you have studied any one of  the Additional Requirement subject in the Degree level,   entries should 
be made in the boxes. The semester(s)/year(s) and  Name of the subject must also be entered. If there 
is more than one paper for the subject, of which you have studied in different semesters/years then 
take the total  marks of all the papers and enter  in the “Marks obtained” column and enter the total 
maximum marks in the “Max Marks” column. In this case enter the semesters separated by a comma 
[Eg 1,2,3]. If marks are available in the marklist, you must  enter only the marks., not the GP/CP even if 
GP/CP is also given along with marks. If only GP/CP is available in the marklist then enter the 
corresponding GP/CP values (Awarded and Maximum). Upload the marksheet(s) containing marks 
obtained in the subject in additional requirement. 
 
IMPORTANT Claim of the subject entered by the candidate in this column will be treated as final, 
regarding the subject in additional requirement  with highest marks. No claim made after publishing 
the ranklist will be entertained.   
 

NOTE: Marklists(s) downloaded from websites (Net Copies) must be self attested.  
Upload  such marklists only if Marklists obtained from universities is not available with you 

   
 

Reverse side of Degree Marksheet containing conversion formula for CGPA/CCPA 
to percentage. 
 
Here upload the reverse side of Degree Marksheet containing conversion formula for CGPA/CCPA to 
percentage. If this is not available, then upload a document of the conversion details in the regulations 
of the university concerned,  applicable to the period of study of the candidate.  

 
 


